BULLETIN BUILDER
YOUR WEEKLY SUNDAY BULLETIN IN MINUTES!

Create your next Sunday bulletin at bulletinbuilder.org
A revolutionary new way to create your Sunday Bulletin

Bulletin Builder revolutionizes the way you minister with your Sunday bulletin. With no technical expertise required, you can easily create a professional-looking bulletin in just minutes. Following the product’s tremendous success in 2004, Internet Ministries released a major update in January 2014 thanks to the support of Leadership 100 and the Farah Foundation. Bulletin Builder is available to all parishes and organizations under the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops of the United States of America. Based on parish feedback, Bulletin Builder now has many great, new features that allow you to customize your experience and parish bulletin!

Collaboration

Many hands make light work! Bulletin Builder allows for multiple users to contribute to their parish’s bulletin. Everyone involved - the priest, secretary, administrator, Youth Director, Sunday School Director - can add and edit content from wherever they are to help save time.

Languages and Translations

Utilize the languages (currently English, Greek, and Arabic) and translations (Narthex Press, Green Hymnal and many more) that meet your community’s needs.

Create your bulletin today at bulletinbuilder.org
Publishing in Multiple Formats
We know the value of reaching your people. We also know that the Sunday bulletin is no longer just a stack of papers in the church narthex. That’s why Bulletin Builder utilizes today’s technology to publish your bulletin in a number of useful ways.

- Save as an easily printable Word, RTF or PDF file
- Send via email
- Publish on your parish’s website or blog

Thanks to Bulletin Builder, your parishioners will be able to read your church bulletin on their computer or mobile device, as well as in print on Sunday morning.

Content Sharing
These days, a typical Sunday bulletin is more than just the Scripture readings and hymns of the day. Bulletin Builder helps you integrate content that is being shared by outside sources. Now, you can easily and fluidly include an encyclical from your Diocese or Metropolis, or an announcement from an Orthodox organization you support, such as IOCC, OCMC or OCF.

Bulletin Builder also allows parishes to share original content in their bulletins with one another. Do you want to allow your sermon to be published by other churches or perhaps advertise your sister parish’s annual festival? With Bulletin Builder, it’s never been easier!
LET’S GET STARTED!
Follow these easy steps to begin using Bulletin Builder:

1. **Register for an Account**
   Visit www.bulletinbuilder.org to register for an account and then choose your parish.

2. **Set Your Preferences**
   After your account has been verified by our staff, log in and use the quick-start wizard to customize your Bulletin Builder experience.

3. **Create and Publish Your Bulletin**
   Choose your publish date, add your content, and click publish!

**Have questions?**
We have a great help section full of videos and tutorials to guide you along! You can always contact our office with additional questions.

---

**Ready! Set! Go!**
Bulletin Builder enables you to easily create a professional-looking weekly Sunday bulletin in minutes. You are seconds away from creating your next Sunday bulletin with Bulletin Builder—and just minutes away from finishing it!